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I. Background and Objectives
Khan Foundation set up a Women Lawyers Network (WLN) in 1997 and has around 650
members in its Women Lawyers' Network. Till now, KF has organized six Women Lawyers
Congresses in Dhaka, where the members of the WLN, from all over the country congregate
in the capital city and where it is brought to their attention, the injustices to the poor,
marginalized groups and garner their support in providing assistance to these victims. In the
Congress, important policy reforms can be discussed to increase responsiveness of the justice
system to the needs of the poorest/most disadvantaged.
The objectives of the Women Lawyers Congress are:


To promote interaction between women lawyers from all districts of the country
and the capital Dhaka, to encourage exchange of views and transfer of knowledge



To raise awareness of their responsibilities and potential leadership roles as a
lawyer in society



To engage the involvement of women lawyers in women and child rights



To develop a Network between the lawyers and the Women Members of the
Union Parishads (UP) to promote communication with the view to strengthening
local government as well as empowering women at the grass roots level



To enable women lawyers to network and develop linkages with national and
international lawyers and judges



To ensure women lawyers' effective participation in Alternative Dispute
Resolution (ADR) process



To ensure effective participation of women lawyers in the political
process/decision making process in order to bring about amendment of laws that
favour marginalized groups

II. Plan and Achievements
Divisional Workshops: As a part of preparation of 7th Women Lawyers’ Congress, KF
arranged seven divisional workshops with women lawyers and the total number of
participants attending these workshops was 249. Throughout the month of February, these
workshops were organized in Rajshahi, Khulna, Barisal, Chittagong, Sylhet, Rangpur, and
the final workshop took place in the capital, Dhaka in March. All of these events had strong
participation of women lawyers and public prosecutors. Most of the meetings also included
the attendance of the Bar President and Secretary. It is very significant if the Divisional Bar
President is present since his/her support to the Women Lawyers Network reinforces the
confidence and commitment of the members of the network. The agenda included
organization of the Congress, topics to be included in the Congress, recruitment of new
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lawyers into the network, formation/reorganization of district level committee for the network
and preparation of directory. KF Program Officer plus other representatives of Khan
Foundation conducted each of the divisional workshops. Each workshop was followed by the
preparation of individual reports. Some of the important issues that came out of the
workshops to be discussed in the Congress include the challenges faced by women lawyers in
their profession, for instance the level of their salaries is very minimum, their is not enough
support for new mothers to enter back into their jobs due to the absence of day-care centers in
the bar councils. Another issue raised was the strategies used to combating trafficking and
violence against women. Many agreed that this is a serious concern at the grassroots level and
therefore punishment for perpetrators need to be more severe in order to lower the number of
cases. Other lawyers also brought up the issue of working with the public administration
including the district legal aid committees and the UP elected members to better ensure
justice to those without legal access. The divisional level events were very successful and as a
result of the enthusiasm generated in these events, about 500 women lawyers became eager to
enroll their information in Women Lawyers’ Network Members Directory and take part in
the congress.
7th Women Lawyers' Congress: The 7th Women Lawyers' Congress was held in Dhaka on
March 16, 2013 at The Westin, Dhaka. The total number of women lawyers who attended
from all over the country was 337. Around 45 journalists covering print, electronic and news
attended the Congress to cover the event. The total number of participants including national
level lawyers, public representatives, civil society representatives, judges, academics and
diplomats was 432. On the previous night of the Congress, an orientation was held in the
Democracy Auditorium of Khan Foundation. This orientation was for the women lawyers so
that informal introductions could be made and Khan Foundation could elaborate on the
agenda for the day of the Congress and go over the goals and the objectives. The Congress
was very well monitored; representatives of Khan Foundation were present, covering the
day's events. This year, the theme of the conference was tied to the UN International
Women’s Day 2013 Theme, “A promise is a promise: Time for action to end violence against
women”. At the Congress there were four panels. The first Session was I) The Challenges
Faced by Women Lawyers, where the welcome address was given by Advocate Rokhsana
Khondker, Executive Director of Khan Foundation. The guest speaker was Advocate Syeda
Rizwana Hasan, Chief Executive of Bangladesh Environmental Lawyer's Association and
the Guests of Honor included HE Heather Cruden, High Commissioner for Canada in
Bangladesh and Learned Justice Mohammed Fazlul Karim, Former Chief Justice of
Bangladesh. The panel discussants included Advocate Rina Parvin, Gazipur Bar and
Advocate Kalpona Sarker, Mymensigh Bar. In this session, it was stressed that women have
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to face several hurdles, especially balancing the career and the family, however women are
strong and capable individuals and can combat whatever they face. The most important tool
for them is education and confidence and if a women lawyer has these qualities, they will
move forward.
The second session was II) Media, Law and Women, where the Guests of Honor included Ms.
Rasheda K. Chowdhury, Former Advisor to the Caretaker Government of Bangladesh and
Mr. Md. Nazrul Islam Khan, Secretary, Ministry of Information and Communication
Technology, Government of Bangladesh. The panel discussants included Advocate Zinnat
Ferdous Ara Rosy, Lalmonirhat Bar and Advocate Mahbuba Hasnat Shiuly, Jessore Bar.
Advocate Rokhsana Khondker chaired the session. Some of the highlights of this session
were that media and technology play a very important role on how we perceive women and
hence how they are treated. Therefore, we should ensure that we do not put negative images
that may misconstrue the people's notions. We need a change in mindset. In order for women
to advance, they need to use modern technology including mobile and other digital mediums.
The third session III) Strategies to Combating Repression on Women featured Mr Khaled
Muhiuddin, Head of News, Independent Television and Ms. Suiraiya Zannath, Senior
Financial Management Specialist, World Bank as Guest Speakers. Ms. Anneli-Lindahl
Kenny, Ambassador, Embassy of Sweden, graced the occasion as Guest of Honor. The panel
discussants included Advocate Dil Afroze, Chittagong Bar and Advocate Farida Akhter
Jahan, Sirajganj Bar & Dhaka Bar. Advocate Rokhsana Khondker chaired the session. In
this session, it was highlighted that we must be careful about the language and terms we muse
to describe women. The terms 'repression' and 'victim' have an element of demotivating and
putting shame on women. Women should not consider themselves to be the weaker sex and
must fight for their rights. Additionally, labor laws and other policies need to be modified in
order to overcome the challenge of violence against women.
In the concluding session, IV) Political Empowerment of Women, Advocate Khondker gave
an address highlighting the events of the day. Advocate Dr Shahdeen Malik, Director,
School of Law, BRAC University was the guest speaker. The Guests of Honor included Mr.
Hafiz Ahmed Mazumder, Member of the National Parliament, and HE Mr Dan W
Mozena, Ambassador to the United States in Bangladesh. The panel discussants were
Advocate Hosne Ara Lutfa Dalia, Rangpur Bar & Advocate Kaniz Fatema Amin, Khulna
Bar. Dr Abdul Moyeen Khan, Former Minister, Government of Bangladesh, chaired the
session. This session was very interesting and some key issues raised included that it is
important to be politically active but at the same time, we must remember not to become
politically biased. Politics is a very important component, but compromising the work and
profession for political favors is very unethical and undesirable. The topic of reserved seats
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was highlighted and that it acts as a disincentive for political empowerment of women, so
appropriate policy changes are needed.
Women Lawyers Network Member Directory:
KF had previously prepared a Women Lawyers Directory and this has been updated so that it
can be a useful resource at the community levels. The Women Lawyers' directory has been
completed through the collection of forms and bios, photos of women lawyers as well as the
list of judges in the High Court and Supreme Court. The second edition of the directory has
been published and was given to each lawyer on the day of the Congress. The remaining
copies are being distributed among the district judges.

III. Collaborations and Integrations
Khan Foundation is a network-based organization and relies on different networks and parties
to work together to accomplish a goal. Since 1993, KF has been working with government
officials, local level elected representatives parliamentarians, civil-society organizations,
journalists and media, national and local level judges, lawyers and over the years with citizen
groups. Connecting with different networks enable knowledge sharing and is useful for
advocacy and social mobilization. KF over the years has developed a reputation, acceptability
and credibility and this allows KF to support and promote the interaction between these
parties.
KF has created a linkage with women lawyers through its existing programs. The Foundation
has kept contact with them through its local offices as well as central offices. KF has the
database of the women lawyers around the country. As a part of the preparation of 7th
Women Lawyers’ Congress KF arranged divisional workshops with women lawyers and
district level meetings. To organize the meetings KF staff carried out one to one
communication with them. Local staff personally visited chamber and district bars. They
have communicated several times over telephone from local offices. Central office also
played a vital role keep close contact with the potential participants of congress. It carried out
the Women Lawyer's Network Committee Meeting in January 2013, which included 12
participants. Nine members of the committee were present in the meeting, which included
lawyers from Chittagong, Mymensingh, Khulna, Jessore, Narayanganj, Munshiganj,
Netrokona and Tangail. Advocate Rokhsana Khondker, Executive Director of Khan
Foundation who was also present at the meeting, heads the committee. Agenda included
planning of divisional workshops, preparation of directory, organization of the Congress,
topics to be included in the Congress, recruitment of new lawyers into the network,
formation/reorganization of district level and national level committee for the network.
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KF has formed district level committees of this network and arranged meetings as a
preparation of the congress at local and central levels. The committees selected a focal person
from each district who maintains regular communication with KF. Participants were invited
through formal invitation letters and invitation cards along with regular follow up by person
and over telephone. Khan Foundation also contacted the media agencies and gave them
invitation letters and press release.

IV. Impact and Outcomes
As a result of this project, there has been increased awareness among women lawyers to fight
to secure basic rights for the most marginalized groups in the country which include the poor,
women, elderly, child and youth, minorities among others. By creating a platform for
knowledge sharing and best practices in the form of District Women Lawyers Forum, the
women lawyers have become motivated to provide effective legal support such as facilitating
NGO-ADR, providing legal advice, carrying out litigation and representing cases at the
Courts. The women lawyers are an important component of the judicial system and KF
believes that women lawyers are more understanding and sensitive towards these
disadvantaged groups and therefore KF has been providing them with all forms of support.
Additionally, through the continuous interaction and networking with the elected women
representatives, district judges, UP members as well as the local administration and law
enforcement agencies, the women lawyers have been able to get a clear picture of the existing
problems in their communities and especially the women oriented problems and what issues
need to be prioritized when they take up cases. This gathering of women lawyers has also
long term positive effects; the interaction with the national level justices, lawyers,
parliamentarians, civil society and international community has enabled them to understand
the values of democracy, security and stability. This is a very positive outcome. Women
lawyers who work at the local levels usually do not have opportunities to meet with these
national level stakeholders discuss concerns and figure out solutions. Through this platform,
women professionals were able to come together and act as a pressure group. In this Congress
and in their own professions/work, the women lawyers have become more influential.
The 7th Women Lawyers Congress has gained the attention of almost all the prominent media
of this country. The news has covered by the 35 print and 13 electronic media. Few journal
and articles are also published in daily and weekly newspapers and magazines. FM Radio
also telecast the news bulletin.
In terms of unanticipated benefits, KF was really satisfied with the Guests of Honor and the
Guest Speakers. The ambassadors included Canadian, US and Swedish. We had several
Members of the Parliament, Former Chief Justice of Bangladesh, Former Minister for
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Bangladesh, prominent lawyers from Bangladesh, Representatives from World Bank as well
as Media Representatives. These speakers spoke inspiring words of encouragement, which
was very much appreciated by the lawyers present.

V. Major Challenges and Solutions
In the project design, about 300 women lawyers were targeted to be the participants at the
Congress. However, when the divisional workshops were carried out, KF found very good
response from the field level and received over 500 forms and bios from women lawyers who
wanted to be included in the Member Directory and take part in the Congress. In this respect,
one important challenge is designing such a national level program and keeping the
participant list to a fixed number. Although the number of expected participants according to
project design was 300, KF included the names of these eager women lawyers into the
Directory and expected all of them to come to the Congress. KF was willing to take on this
extra cost, as they were part of KF's Women Lawyers' Network. Since the political situation
got really bad prior to the Congress, a lot of the expected women lawyer participants could
not show up to the Congress due to local strikes and roadblocks. Eventually, 337 women
lawyer participants attended the Congress, which was still above the target of 300.
Due to strikes, the Rangpur Divisional workshop was rescheduled from February 5th to
February 26th. Strikes pose a risk to the programme and the safety of the participants so any
programme scheduled for the day of a strike is rescheduled. However, this did not affect the
quality and output of the event in any way.
There was an initial delay in approval from NGO Bureau Affairs. In order to tackle this, KF
closely coordinated with NGO Affairs Bureau and followed up on the approval. However,
this delay in approval did not create any variances in the workplan and in the conducting of
activities for the project.

VI. Next Steps
Khan Foundation is a unique organization in the sense that it does not depend on donor funds
and continues its programs even after funds are gone. KF prides itself on sustainability and
attempts to minimize administrative costs and maximize field-based activities. One of KF's
ongoing programs is Human, Legal and Child Rights. The members of KF's WLN are
involved in various activities. Members of the WLN are in regular consultation with the
elected women members of the Union Parishads, local NGOs and take necessary action, raise
consciousness on legal issues, members of the network arrange meeting at least once in two
months to exchange views. Khan Foundation runs a program titled "Women in NeedCombating Trafficking and Violence against Women using 24-Hour Mobile Hotlink" which
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seeks to ensure human rights by protecting women and children from trafficking and
violence. Victims can call the hotline directly with the problem or they can come to the field
offices, or the field staff investigates and directly approaches the victims. Once they receive
notifications, they contact KF's panel lawyers in the WLN with the issue. The panel lawyers
give support in different ways such as providing legal advice, assisting in the ADR, litigation
etc. The members of the WLN play an important role in ensuring human and legal rights of
disadvantaged groups. KF maintains regular communication with the lawyers and follows up
with them about their involvement at the local levels. KF provides all forms of support such
as technical assistance to the members of the network.

VII. Recommendations
One important lesson learned was that the next time, it would be better to organize a two -day
workshop so that the open floor session could be extended longer.
Another lesson learnt is that when a Congress such as this is organized, it is difficult to
maintain the number of participants. This is because the women lawyers are part of KF’s
network so it is important to include them in KF’s program. Therefore, there should be some
flexibility in terms of revision of the budget and the workplan.
One important recommendation is that a follow-up meeting is organized with the district
judges at the district level as well as the central level so that the issues that are raised in the
workshops/Congress can be shared with them in order to ensure effect legal aid services for
the victims of trafficking, violence or other racial/ethnic or social prejudices. Khan
Foundation should take steps to organize this program at the grass roots level with the
concern people like Judge, law enforcing agencies, law makers etc. and also arrange various
issue based activities (like seminars, street play, human chain, rally etc) to aware people at
Upazila and Union Parishad level. Additionally, the outcome of this Congress should result in
a policy paper to present to the relevant authorities for influencing legislative changes.
Khan Foundation should take steps to set up an office at each of the Bar Council. At the
divisional level, a meeting of women lawyers with individuals from different professions
could be organized to create more awareness about the WLN. At every bar, lawyers should
be encouraged to provide free services to victims. KF should also organize training for any
new members joining the network.
Another recommendation is to possibly introduce a minimal annual registration fee for the
members of the Women Lawyer's Network. The idea is to make the network very
professional.
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HE Mr. Dan Mozena, Ambassador to the United States in Bangladesh addressing the
participants during the session on Political Empowerment of Women

Panel members at the session on Political Empowerment of Women
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Advocate Rokhsana Khondker, Executive Director, Khan Foundation addressing the session on
Political Empowerment of Women

Dr Abdul Moyeen Khan, Former Minister, Government of Bangladesh addressing the Participants
during the Session on Political Empowerment of Women
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Mr. Hafiz Ahmed Mazumder, Honourable Member of the Parliament, Government of Bangladesh
addressing the participants during the session on Political Empowerment of Women

Advocate Dr. Shahdeen Malik, Director, School of Law at BRAC University
addressing the participants during the session on Political Empowerment of Women
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HE. Ms. Heather Cruden, High Commissioner for Canada in Bangladesh addressing the participants
during the Session on The Challenges Faced by Women Lawyers

Justice Mohammad Fazlul Karim, Former Chief Justice of Bangladesh addressing the participants
during the session on The Challenges Faced by Women Lawyers
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Advocate Syeda Rizwana Hasan, Chief Executive, Bangladesh Environmental Lawyer's Association
addressing the participants during the Session on The Challenges Faced by Women Lawyers

Mr. Md. Nazrul Islam Khan, Secretary, Ministry of Information and Communication Technology
Government of Bangladesh, addressing the Participants during the
Session on Media, Law and Women
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Ms. Rasheda K. Chowdhury, Former Advisor to the Caretaker Government of Bangladesh
addressing the participants during the session on Media, Law and Women

HE Ms. Anneli Lindahl-Kenny, Ambassador to the Sweden in Bangladesh, addressing the
participants during the session on Strategies to Combating repression on Women
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Ms. Suraiya Zannath, Senior Financial Management Specialist, World Bank, addressing the
participants during the session on Strategies to Combating Repression on Women

Mr. Khaled Muhiuddin, Head of News, Independent Television addressing the participants during
the session on Strategies to Combating Repression on Women
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Panel members at the Session on Strategies to Combating Repression on Women

Participants at the 7th Women Lawyers' Congress
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Advocate Hosne Ara Lutfa Dalia, Rangpur Bar, addressing the participants during the
session on Political Empowerment of Women

Advocate Kaniz Fatema Amin, Khulna Bar addressing the participants during the
Session on Political Empowerment of Women
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Advocate Kalpona Sarker, Mymensigh Bar, addressing the participants during the
session on The Challenges Faced by Women Lawyers

Advocate Rina Parvin, Gazipur Bar addressing the participants during the
session on The Challenges Faced by Women Lawyers
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Participants at the 7th Women Lawyers' Congress

Naureen Khan the MC for the 7th Women Lawyers' Congress
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Advocate Dil Afroze, Chittagong Bar, addressing the participants during the
session on Strategies to Combating Repression on Women

Advocate Farida Akhter Jahan, Sirajganj Bar & Dhaka Bar, addressing the participants during the
session on Strategies to Combating Repression on Women
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Advocate Mahbuba Hasnat Shiuly, Jessore Bar addressing the participants during the
session on Media, Law and Women

Advocate Jesmin Akhter Rozy, Lalmonirhat Bar addressing the participants during the
session on Media, Law and Women
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Advocate Susmita Chakma, Rangamati Bar addressing during the Open Discussion

Advocate Kalpana Rani Das, Noakhali Bar, addressing during the Open Discussion
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Advocate Rina Parvin, Panchagar Bar, addressing during the Open Discussion

Advocate Suchitra Sikdor, Faridpur Bar, addressing during the Open Discussion
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Advocate Monira Chowdhury, Chandpur Bar addressing during the Open Discussion

Participants at the 7th Women Lawyers' Congress
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